
Coral Island by Speedboat

  Coral Island by Speedboat
  

“One of the most well-known destinations from the southern end of Phuket Island”

  

  

  

The beautiful and untouched Coral Island is to the south of Phuket. This isolated island with
spectacular clear sea, clean white sand beaches astonishing coral reefs and marine life, will
help you forget that time exists.
One of the most well-known destinations from the southern end of Phuket Island, 30 minutes
away form Chalong Pier, is encircled by the outstanding reefs and crystal clear water where is
perfect for water activities; such as Para-sailing, Snorkeling, Skiing, Sailing and Scuba diving.  
If activities at hotel are tiring, you will spend your afternoon leisure day on the island teemed
with fine beaches and isolate caves. Here on earth! You can escape from the civilization by
relaxing on a cushion of softly beach.

  

  

Itinerary:
08.00     Pick up from hotel by air conditioned vehicle and transfer to departure pier
09.00     Depart from Pier ( Rawai) to Coral Island.
09.10     Arrive Coral Island, relax and enjoy your time. Coral Island is an ideal place for family
that needs short trip. You can choose to share pleasure time with family or snorkeling or have
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fun with other sea sport like:

    
    -  Extremely excite wish Parachute  
    -  Enjoy riding Banana boat  
    -  Choose to have speedy and adventurous experience wish mini Speedboat  
    -  Non-swimmer can discover the underwater scenery wish Sea Walker  
    -  Get excited and fun for deep water Diving accompanying closely by skillful instructor  

  

** Sea Sport is the Extra Payment by cash upon request directly to the supplier on the island **

  

  

12.00    Enjoy set menu lunch
13.00    Relax and prepare for leaving.
14.00    Arrive back at pier and return transfer to your hotel

  

  

Remarks: The program is subject to change without prior notice according to weather and tides
condition but an enjoyable day is assured. All times are approximately

Tour Package Includes:

    
    -  Round trip transfer by air conditioned minivan  
    -  Speedboat trip  
    -  Snorkeling gear (diving mask, snorkel, life jacket)  
    -  Set lunch  
    -  Soft drink and seasonal fruits served on board  
    -  Beach chairs, beach umbrella, admission fee, toilet fee  
    -  Services provided by skilled skipper and crews with high experience in marine tour  
    -  Accidental insurance  
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